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Included:

1xPaper template

2xMetal shelf bracket

CONCRETE

30kg
66lbs

4x

4x

8mm

5/16"

DRYWALL 4x

4x

WOOD 4x

15kg
33lbs

silver

copper

copper 30kg
66lbs

INCL.
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61c m/ 2
4

51cm

20 1/16"

DRYWALL:
          With the help of another person, position the paper template against the wall at the desired

              mounting location.  Use a level to make sure the template is straight.

              Use a pencil to mark the wall using the hole marks on the template as a guide.  After marking

              hole, remove template from wall.

              With a screw driver firmly push the drywall anchor into your pencil mark and rotate the anchor

              clockwise and continue rotating until it becomes flush with the wall.  Repeat for the additional

              holes.

              Position metal brackets in place against the wall and use a screwdriver to secure a screw into

              each installed drywall anchor.  Tighten until flush against the wall.

              Slide shelf onto metal brackets.

WOOD:
          With the help of another person, position the paper template against the wall at the desired

              mounting location.  Use a level to make sure the template is straight.

              Use a pencil to mark the wall using the hole marks on the template as a guide.  After marking

              hole, remove template from wall.

              Using a 1/8" drill bit, make small pilot holes on each of the pencil marks.

              Position metal brackets in place against the wall and use a screwdriver to secure a screw into

              each pilot hole and tighten until flush against the wall.

              Slide shelf onto metal brackets.

CONCRETE/BRICK:
          With the help of another person, position the paper template against the wall at the desired

              mounting location.  Use a level to make sure the template is straight.

              Use a pencil to mark the wall using the hole marks on the template as a guide.  After marking

              hole, remove template from wall.

              Using a 5/16" drill bit, make small pilot holes on each of the pencil marks.

              Push the concrete anchor into the hole and tap until the anchors are flush with the wall.

              Position metal brackets in place against the wall and use a screwdriver to secure a screw into

              each installed concrete anchor.  Tighten until flush against the wall.

              Slide shelf onto metal brackets.
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